At BC, we frequently organise workshops for architects, students, designers & builders. During this workshops you will get to know the in's and out's of building with raw earth, from both a theoretical & practical point of view. Our workshops are covering topics of circular, geo-based & bio-based construction.

On the website of BC studies you find an overview of both upcoming and former workshops. Typically we organise a discovery workshop on unfired earth building about 10 times per year, 5 times per year we zoom in on a specific thematic of geo-based or bio-based construction.

We can offer trainings in our own production hall in Brussels, but we've also organized a lot of workshops on the spot, your construction site, and abroad. Feel free to get back to us for a tailor made offer, or come join one of our upcoming workshops.

We're regularly organising tailor made workshops for architecture office, universities, government institutions,... Depending on your needs, this can be half a day, full day or several days, on the construction site, in our production hall or a designated space. The base workshop that we offer covers the content of the discovery workshop. For team buildings, we also like to target with a tangible wall as a collaborative end-result.

To give you an idea of pricing:

1/2 day @ BC --- €600/group non profit €450
1 day @ BC --- €1100/group non profit €800

These base prices are
- based on a group of max. 12 people.
- Groups up till 50 people are possible, but influence the price.
- based on a workshop in our own atelier.
- In situ workshops are possible but extra preparation time and transport will be counted
- including the materials use of space, tools and typical raw materials
- excl. vat.